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AR Tools Constantly Running 

 This week we are tasked to write about how one could make certain augmented reality 

tools helpful and not annoying. In the YouTube video provided on the professor’s website it 

showed an augmented reality app or tool that identifies objects and items in real time and 

displays a box around it. A way to make this helpful and less annoying would be to add a 

function to filter the type of objects that can be identified. Ways you could make the augmented 

reality app less annoying are you could change the color of the boxes. You could change the size 

of the boxes or just completely remove the boxes and just have the name or type display, this 

way you minimize the number of things that pop up on the screen making it less annoying. You 

could make everything voice activated and only identify what the user wants at that time. 

 Using the same idea, you could completely change was shows up on the screen. Instead 

of the app being used to identify items and objects you could use the same technology for more 

useful purposes. Uses include changing the app to display distance and or displaying 

temperature. Other more complex and specific uses can be for single objects within view. For 

example, say there is a really nice-looking car going down the street using voice commands and 

eye tracking this app could identify that singular object and do like a google search to tell the 

user what that object is in real time. The same could be used for buildings and stores. This makes 

that augmented reality app way more usefully and less annoying because it would only do what 

the user tells it to do with voice commands instead of constantly identifying every object in sight. 


